
SUBMISSIONS RECEIVED ON KYLE PARK – PART RESERVE CLASSIFICATION CHANGES AND MANAGEMENT PLAN CHANGES 
April 2019 
 
 

ID First name Last name Name of 
organisation 

Do you support the Kyle Park 
part reserve classification 
changes? 

Do you support the Kyle 
Park Management Plan 
changes? 

Do you have any comments regarding these proposed changes? 

23496 Robert Duff   Yes Yes We have been waiting for a pool for a long time handy to Hornby High School would be good 

23495 Audrey Duff   Yes Yes Please just get started, but would like to see Library retained where is & up graded, we need a pool & location is 
exactly where be handy for schools etc 

23476 Morgan Fallowfield Consultant to 
Ministry of 
Education 

    The Ministry of Education (‘the Ministry’) welcomes the opportunity to provide feedback on the Christchurch City 
Council Hornby Library and Leisure Centre.    
 
Background:   
 
The Ministry is the Government’s lead advisor on the New Zealand education system, shaping direction for 
education agencies and providers and contributing to the Government’s goals for education. The Ministry has 
responsibility for all education property owned by the Crown. This involves managing the existing property 
portfolio, upgrading and improving the portfolio, purchasing and constructing the new property to meet increased 
demand, identifying and disposing of surplus State school sector property and managing teacher and caretaker 
housing.   
 
Christchurch City Council Hornby Library and Leisure Centre in relation to the Ministry’s interests:  
 
Christchurch City Council are proposing to reclassify 1.52 hectares of Kyle Park from Recreational Reserve to Local 
Purpose (Community Buildings) Reserve, to provide for the construction of a new Hornby Library, Customer 
Services and Leisure Centre, which is anticipated to take place in late 2022. Although there are limited details it is 
understood the future development will also include a swimming pool and associated car parking areas.   
 
The proposed area of reclassification is located directly across the road from Hornby Primary School and Hornby 
High School (see Figure 1 below). The Ministry notes that this round of consultation relates only to the Reserves Act 
1977 process to change the reserve status of the park, which the Ministry generally supports. It is understood that 
currently there is no formal sport use of the area proposed to be reclassified, but it is used for club and school 
sports, as well as informal recreation. The Ministry notes that the Schools may benefit from the close proximity of 
community facilities, such as the library and swimming pool.   
 
The Ministry would like to seek on-going communication and consultation with Christchurch City Council and the 
Schools as the project progresses.  In particular, the Ministry would be interested in the design of any future vehicle 
access and how this may interact with the Schools’ access points.  
 
Letter 2  
 
Figure 1: Location of the proposed area of reclassification from Recreational Reserves to Local Purpose (Community 
Buildings) Reserve and the location of Hornby Primary School and Hornby High School.  
  
Overall, the Ministry generally supports the reclassification of 1.52 hectares of Kyle Park from Recreational Reserve 
to Local Purpose (Community Buildings) Reserve, to provide for the construction of a new Hornby Library, Customer 
Services and Leisure Centre given the potential benefits that the Schools will accrue from the future community 
facilities. The Ministry seeks on-going consultation with the Council in the future as the project develops, as a close 
neighbour to the development. 
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Do you support the Kyle Park 
part reserve classification 
changes? 

Do you support the Kyle 
Park Management Plan 
changes? 

Do you have any comments regarding these proposed changes? 

23463 Patricia O'Connor   No No I don't want you to make any changes to Kyle Park.  It lovely driving passed there seeing people going for a walk, 
children playing, or just enjoying sitting in the sun.  I'm 91 and it's such a handy spot for my daughter to take me for 
a short walk.  Please leave the park as it is. 

23460 Gabrielle O'Connor   No No I am absolutely opposed to any change to Kyle Park.  I drive passed that green space every day; I walk there from 
time to time; I enjoy watching the children playing cricket, and riding their bikes.  Leave the park alone! 
 
I am so angry at Council for selling the land behind the current library - you had plenty of space there to build your 
swimming pool and library complex.  Plenty of parking and access from two roads.  You could still knock down the 
current library and redesign the library and adjoining park into the complex you want, with a walkway crossing over 
to Dressmart.  After all, with the area you are proposing for the swimming pool you must only be intending to build 
a paddling pool.  Unless, of course, you are misleading the public over the amount of space you are going to use.   
 
As you have pointed out, the numbers on this side of town have increased, so it is even more important that the 
green spaces we have are retained.  This is just another example of Council mismanagement! 
 
Stay away from Kyle Park.  Find somewhere else for your service centre.  What about selling the abandoned council 
building on Main South Road (which is such an eye-sore) and using the funds to purchase land in Hornby? 
 
I repeat -¦ I am absolutely opposed to any re-classification, any changes at all, to Kyle Park. 

23411 Mark  Peters    Yes Yes This reclassification along with the changes to the management plan are a good way to begin remediation of Kyle 
Park. I would like to see assurance given that the whole of Kyle Park and the contamination in it is to be 
satisfactorily remediated so as to make the entire park safe and able to be safely used by the people of Hornby and 
Christchurch. I would also like assurance to be given that alternative and extra funding sources will be found in the 
scoping and design phases of this project to ensure the people of Hornby are not short changed with a lesser facility 
than they deserve and need due to the land remediation costs required for this site! Generally I am supportive of 
this use of Kyle Park for this project. However safeguards must be put in place to ensure any disturbance of soils 
during construction must in no way endanger people in the area including schools, businesses, and the general 
public. Let's get on with building this as soon as possible, safely and to a full scale for the benefit of the people of 
Hornby who have waited far too long for this facility!  
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Do you support the Kyle Park 
part reserve classification 
changes? 

Do you support the Kyle 
Park Management Plan 
changes? 

Do you have any comments regarding these proposed changes? 

23404 Marc Duff   Yes Yes Fully support the changes to both the part reserve classification changes and the management plan changes. 
 
This has been a piece of park lane underutilised for many year. It will be great to see this area of the park come to 
life in a way that will be of huge benefit to the wider Hornby Community and also the number of schools that are 
close to Kyle Park. The location also meets the expectations of the community in keeping the location close to the 
Hub of the Community and in one location. 
 
This area of contaminated land has been shown through experts reports that it can be built on safely and the land 
so to speak can be brought back to life. This is a win-win for all as a wrong of the past can be corrected for the 
benefit of our current youth and future generations to come. 
 
The naming of the proposed facility as the Hornby Library, South West Leisure Centre and Council offices is a true 
indication that this facility is meant for Hornby and within its boundaries, its Hornby’s time, Kyle Park is the logical 
and wanted choice of the majority of the community - now lets just get on and build this facility with no more 
delays. 

23403 Lisa White   Yes Yes   

23402 Dave Smith 
 

Yes Yes   

23397 Marc Duff Greater Hornby 
Residents 
Association 

Yes Yes The Greater Hornby Residents Association at its meeting held on the 31 March 2019 voted in approval of the 
proposed Kyle Park part reserve classification changes and Management Plan changes. 
 
The only issues raised in approving the changes were that the facility met the needs of the community and that the 
facility can be built safely which we believe can be on reading and hearing the experts opinions (also the residents 
of the local community).  

23359 Shirley Ferguson   Yes Yes Changing the Kyle Park Classification and Management Plan gives us the opportunity to use this area in a way that 
benefits the current and future needs of the community, without a final commitment. The area proposed is the one 
preferred by residents in the previous consultation and is centrally located for the Hornby, Islington, Hei Hei and 
Broomfield communities and close to Hornby High School for use by its students. Other advantages are being away 
from NZTA controlled roads and being close to numerous bus routes. 

23354 Sally Wihane   Yes Yes I am for Kyle Park facilities to go ahead as I have a disability and I'm in a wheelchair.  I cannot use your library and 
would love to see a swimming pool for the disable, I would hope that these facilities will take into consideration the 
easy access.  At the moment I have to travel to Rolleston which cost a lot and quite a distance but the pool is 
excellent.  I do hope that these facilities are built in a reasonable time frame.  These recommendations will be 
fabulous for Hornby. 

23353 Peter Scholes   Yes Yes I believe that the area proposed for change into Local Purpose (community buildings) is to small also the size of the 
buildings / community facility are undersize for the community needs 

23352 Michael Inglis   Yes Yes Get on with it.  With all the usual Christchurch / Regional Council pussy footing about it will never happen. 

23351 David Barry   Yes Yes It is great to see progress in action.  Hornby needs the proposed new facility 
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Park Management Plan 
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Do you have any comments regarding these proposed changes? 

23339 Izahk Jetster   No No I am from Hornby and this issue has been brought to my attention by family in Hornby 
 
Kyle Park has been proposed by the council without the appropriate public consultation. The councils public 
engagement standard is hardly fair or robust. Kyle Park seems like a quick fix now that Denton Park has finally been 
omitted. 
 
The traffic and safety will be a major problem. We don't need anymore traffic congestion in this area.  

23337 Joan Radford   No No   

23335 Jenny Ramos   No No The main reasons I do not support this reclassification is because of the the traffic congestion, the people will have 
a downsized complex and swimming pool, and thirdly the council has published no new public consultation 
document showing other available options etc now that Denton Park has been omitted. There has been no 
appropriate engagement or consultation to warrant this reclassification  

23334 Therese Spinks   No No Kyle Park has been proposed by the council without the appropriate public consultation. The councils public 
engagement standard is hardly fair or robust. Kyle Park seems like a quick fix now that Denton Park has finally been 
omitted. 
 
Thee traffic will be a major problem. We don't need anymore traffic congestion in this area. 

23331 Rachel Brodie   No No Kyle Park has been proposed by the council without the appropriate public consultation. The councils public 
engagement standard is hardly fair or robust. Kyle Park seems like a quick fix now that Denton Park has finally been 
omitted. 
 
Thee traffic will be a major problem. We don't need anymore traffic congestion in this area.   

23330 Daniel Riberio   No No The main reasons I do not support this reclassification is because of the the traffic congestion, the people will have 
a downsized complex and swimming pool, and thirdly the council has published no new public consultation 
document showing other available options etc now that Denton Park has been omitted. There has been no 
appropriate public engagement or consultation to warrant this reclassification  

23329 Ian Ward   No No The three main issues I do not support this reclassification are  
 
1. The traffic congestion will be a major problem. 
 
2. The people will now be short changed and have a downsized complex and swimming pool, 
 
 3. No appropriate Public Consultation. The council has published no new public consultation document showing 
other available options etc... now that Denton Park has been declined. 

23325 Margaret Hampton   Yes Yes I hope you can keep half of the park for people to play on don't take away the parks as children they like to play on 

23324 Lance Alsop   No No Keep it as it is.  Keep the Maori's off it.?  It will be given a Maori name.  Keep it as a kids sport ground. 

23323 Evan Jones   No No There are much better options like Warren Park and I feel the public has been not consulted properly in regard to 
other possibilities and sites. The traffic will be just as bad as Denton Park by the look of it 

23322 Anita  Beswick   No No There has been no appropriate new consultation with the public after the omission of Denton Park 
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23321 Teina  Brodie   No No Traffic congestion, Kyle Park to small, and have the public has not been consulted appropriately.  

23317 Aidan Hagarty   Yes Yes   

23315 Chris  Wildey   No No Kyle park is too small for this whole project. I have heard that the complex will be downsized accordingly. This is not 
acceptable.  
 
The traffic will be a nightmare and probably worse than that of the former option Denton Park which, was I hear 
declined for this very reason. 

23306 Wayne Glen   Yes Yes   

23305 S Gallaher   Yes Yes   

23304 Lyn Reeves   Yes Yes Should be an asset for area handy to schools and landscape design & buildings should complement existing park 
area 

23303 Willaim Drayton   Yes Yes   

23302 A J Grenfell   Yes Yes   

23301 Janiee Johnson   Yes Yes   

23294 Alan Mulqueen 
 

Yes Yes   

23275 Kerry McConchie   No No Denton Park is the appropriate place for this facility  

23261 Marilyn Goulter   Yes Yes It would have been more sensible to have considered this site before considering Denton Park 

23260 Bryan & 
Noleen 

Forbes   Yes Yes   

23235 Ray Xu   Yes Yes Great upgrade for locals 

23233 Marion Jones   Yes Yes   

23203 Greta & Leon Martin   Yes Yes Will be great when its all finished 

23202 E Ward   Yes Yes   

23201 Phil & 
Jeanette 

Ball   Yes Yes   

23200 Barbara  Hartley   Yes Yes   

23199 Margaret Lester   Yes Yes I think the Kyle Park should go ahead with the building.  There is nothing that side of town 

23198 Mr & Mrs D J Walker   Yes Yes   

23197 Bruce James   Yes Yes Please ensure that there is adequate parking for older citisons  

23196 Nancy Brown   Yes Yes   

23192 Debbie Rahurahu Swimming 
Canterbury West 
Coast Inc 

Yes Yes   

23175 Lynlea Willan Hornby Netball 
Club 

Yes Yes It would be nice to get the project started, so the community can start to see the Council really do want the south 
west to have this facility for the whole community to use 

23174 Lynlea Willan   Yes Yes It would be nice to get this project started so the community of the south west of this city can see some progress 

23173 Murray Wallis   Yes Yes I think this the right place.  With two schools very close by & Mall 

23172 Coreen Wallis   Yes Yes It will be where it needs to be, close to Mall & Schools 
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Do you support the Kyle Park 
part reserve classification 
changes? 

Do you support the Kyle 
Park Management Plan 
changes? 

Do you have any comments regarding these proposed changes? 

23171 Mrs Cherry-
Anne 

Baradi   Yes Yes I am looking forward to the new buildings proposed in this area and the closer of course the better for me in the 
long run, however I understand the best location is a priority in site & design and if the classification change is 
needed I am happy to support it 

23152 Mrs S McMahon   Yes Yes   

23151 B A Smith   Yes Yes   

23150 Kathy Burke   Yes Yes This just keeps dragging on - please just get it done for the residence of Hornby 

23147 Barbara Withers 
 

Yes Yes   

23114 Meng Yan   Yes Yes Strongly agreed.  

23091 Colin and 
Joyce 

Dunn   Yes Yes Fully support this location. We will be down for a swim. 

23087 R O Bain     Yes   

23086 R D Brunton   Yes Yes Parking could be a problem i.e. schools across road take up quite an area for parking 
Any major activity, I do have concern regarding access from mall side of venue i.e. subway not ideally safe - 
undesirables often hang around 

23070 Miss T Cummings   Yes Yes I am also concerned about the aspestos rumours - are they true?  Its time the rest of the BMX Track was opened to 
allow spectators more room if the rumours are unfounded. 
 
Thank you for this opportunity to participate 

23069 Raymond H 
W 

Arthurs   Yes Yes No 

23068 M D Nesbitt   Yes Yes   

23067 Pieter Maat   Yes Yes If contamination is such a big concern "Why" did the Council allocated it to a reserve and was not that concerned 
about this in the past? 

23066 N & D McIlwrick   Yes Yes   

23065 Priscilla Cootes   Yes Yes I am worried about the contaminated land.  But I am sure you would not go ahead with the pool if that was possible 

23064 Will Highsted   Yes Yes   

23063 Emily Mend   Yes Yes As stated this memo only about the above - I would still be very happy to see proposed facilities come into being.  
Exciting times 

23056 Elizabeth  McLennan   Yes Yes   

23055 Dennis Wastell   Yes Yes   

23054 Tom & Lois Mou   Yes Yes Great idea, looking forward to using it 

23053 Judy Reed   Yes Yes Lets keep our community alive with this facility, very good location as I am one of these people who don't drive, & 
it's also great for all our schools in the area 

23052 Catherine & 
David Ben 

Thompson   Yes Yes No comment 

23051 Heather Wyatt   Yes Yes No it will be a great asset for the area 
 
With Sockburn Pool's gone and the small well used Hornby Library it is long over due for our growing area 
 
Great decision 
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Park Management Plan 
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Do you have any comments regarding these proposed changes? 

23050 G Kingi-Hazel   Yes Yes   

23049 Kathryn Clarke   Yes Yes It is land that is not currently being used so its a great idea for Hornby and the surrounding areas 

23048 Mark Honeybone   Yes Yes   

23047 Mrs I Hessell   Yes Yes Very good decision makes sense 
 
Keeps the extra traffic away from the Hub & surrounding shops which is also a traffic jam at times. 
 
Good wishes 

23046 L G McLennan   Yes No   

23045 Graeme Peters   No No I do not support the use of this park as a Council member of Hornby stated that Kyle Park could not be used as the 
ground was and old dump and not staybel.   
 
Further more the amount of cars using Waterloo Rd and the amount of cars being parked on said Rd would get 
bigger with the install of a pool and with Hei Hei Rd being made into a cycle rd is also going to have a big enpact on 
the streets 

23044 Andrew Kennedy   Yes Yes This plan enjoys my full support 

23043 J Jackson   Yes Yes I have replied 'Yes' to the proposed changes: 
 
a) This facility will benefit the community and is overdue 
 
b) Its the chosen site 
 
My reservations are because this site has been a former rubbish tip, and during that time there was illegal dumping 
- that the cost of the project could escalate due to the extra work and safety that would ensue.  Bearing in mind 
that this would be taken into account; the project could succeed 

23042 Richard Jones   Yes Yes   

23041 Nick  Seed   Yes Yes   

23040 Maureen  Blanchard   Yes Yes 
 

23039 Robyn  Pollock   Yes Yes   

23038 Sharon Gail Smith   Yes Yes A much better course of action than Denton Park.  Taking the traffic & parking away from Main Sth Rd & HUB are 
makes sense 
 
Utilizing Kyle Park makes more sense 

23037 Liz Frame   Yes Yes Hope they go through, as a swimming Pool in Hornby is needed for the schools & public use 

23036 Selena O'Brien   Yes Yes If there is to be a pool can it be a leisure pool as we have MANY learn to swim pools but none to go and have a play 
in that are indoors 

23002 Kingsley Sampson   Yes Yes All looks good and necessary to me. I only hope that Hornby gets the same size and quality of facilities as those that 
are at Halswell. 
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Park Management Plan 
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22999 Lenore Young   Yes Yes I just hope there will be plenty of disabled parking. 

22990 jiashun cui   Yes Yes   

22875 Noel D McGregor   Yes Yes   

22874 Ngaire & 
Tom 

Taylor   Yes Yes Great alternative to Denton Park 

22872 Ross  Ranger   No No   

22871 Elizabeth Harvey   Yes Yes   

22870 Pete Lawrie   Yes Yes   

22820 tracey hubbard   Yes Yes I support the Kylie park proposal.  However, I wondered if any one looked into  using the old sockburn school 
grounds for the new complex. 

22814 David & Kelly Scrimgeour   Yes Yes We use this park regularly for walking our dogs, riding bikes and as walking access through to Denton Park / The 
Hub.  We fully support this proposal and look forward to having new and improved Council facilities in our 
backyard, particularly the leisure centre.  A long overdue upgrade for Hei Hei / Hornby. 

22813 Alan Lee   Yes Yes  
 
Good Move.  Best for the community 
 
Submission 2:  Happy for the change 

22812 Pauline McGregor   Yes Yes   

22781 Brian Brodie   No No Refer to submission PDF attached thanks 

22772 John Lionel  Brook   Yes Yes Just build it all big enough to cater for the schools across the road and for future growth. Do the job right first 
time!!!!! 

22770 Len Syme   Yes Yes   

22769 Jennifer Syme   Yes Yes   

22732 Jack Morgan   Yes Yes Would love to see these changes implemented. 

22724 David Wong D-Zion 
Investments Ltd 

Yes Yes   

22720 Malcolm Yardley Hornby Auto 
Electrics  

Yes Yes Looks great to me, can't wait till it's up and running. 

22668 Geoff Holland Private citizen Yes Yes   

22615 Joanne Baynes 
 

Yes Yes   

22592 Murray Long N/a Yes Yes I support the site proposed as it is close enough to the Primary and High schools for their use. 
 
Has the Council investigated the possibility of utilzing the waste heat from the cool stores next door to this site for 
auxilary pool water heating. This could potentially reduce the heating costs for this project.  

22548 Cynthia Hargrave   Yes Yes   
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22547 Megan Sheppard   Yes Yes   

22546 Lewis Sheppard   Yes Yes   

22544 Luke Sheppard   Yes Yes Please hurry and build a well deserved facility in Hornby.  

22543 Ellen Breboheria   Yes Yes   

22542 Simmon Ram   No No Yes its a lovly park, it looks good how it is with all trees and lots of empty space within the park where family can 
come with there little ones and enjoy. 

22486 Mandy Hawkey   Yes Yes   

22473 Nick Findley   Yes Yes Excellent facilities proposed.  I am fully in support. 

22472 Peter Kraan   Yes Yes No 

22446 Kelvin  Head    No No Waterloo Road outside Hornby high school and Hornby primary school at times is very congested and dangerous 
with car and trucks. I think the site for the new Hornby library, customer services and leisure centre will become a 
dangerous piece of road to use for the elderly and young children, as over the years to come their will be a big 
increase in cars and trucks using Waterloo Road , Accident waiting to happen  

22427 Charlotte Hollywood   Yes Yes Great work team 

22413 Paul & 
Sophie Marie 

Lancaster 
 

Yes Yes Great place to have the new amenities in this park, cheers Paul 

22372 Glenda Hardie   Yes Yes Take away all the contaminated soil first 

22371 Gary McLachlan   Yes Yes   

22368 Robyn Brown   Yes Yes   

22367 Dorothy Van 
Stipriaan 

  No No Hornby already have a library, so we do NOT need another one so close in Kyle Park!!  Tidying up needs to be done 
regularly!!  I am sure the money can be spent on fixing Christchurch roads and underground pipes.  We do not want 
our Kyle Park congested with unwanted cars parking there.  We want a peaceful park!! Also Kyle Park urgently 
needs a big clean up!! especially where there is a fence.  A lot of dried up grass inside where the fence is, being a 
dangerous fire hazard, also at the entrance of the underpass tunnel, (both ways) is more dry grass and weeds, and 
railway track more fire hazard dry grass.  Spray and walk away not good, needs to be cleared. 

22362 Kerry Harland   Yes   I am for the proposed partial reserve classification for Kyle Park so that the Hornby Library, Customer Services and 
Leisure Centre can proceed provided that, that is all it is amended for. 

22361 William Dix 
 

Yes Yes Look forward to using Library and leisure centre. 

22360 Bob Shearing Hornby 
Community Care 
Centre 

Yes Yes While being disappointed the new facility is not being built on Denton Park, the Hornby Community Care Centre do 
support the new Hornby Library, Customer Services and Leisure Centre being built on Kyle Park as per the plans 
provided by the Council. We also support the Beca Transport Review for the site but do encourage the Council to 
"think outside the box" in relation to gaining the best possible access to the new facility to and from the existing 
Hornby Mall area. As a suggesting this might include additional parking behind the Velodrome, upgraded and 
widened paths each side of the railway and perhaps some dedicated electric bikes/scooters or even small multi seat 
vehicles to be used between both facilities. 
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22358 Mike Harvey Christchurch 
Metro Cricket 
Association 

Yes Yes Christchurch Metro Cricket use the artificial pitch at Kyle Park as a Community Cricket venue predominantly for the 
Hornby Cricket Club.  It is an important park for the South side of Christchurch as we are short of grounds in the 
Halswell and Hornby areas.  Our support is based on the ability to move the artificial pitch to another park, as the 
new buildings will encroach onto the outfield and make the boundaries of an unsafe size for cricket. 

22345 Heather McGuigan       I don't support the council desire to do this, in any way. 
 
You need to leave Denton Park alone, the the current library where it is. 
 
You must have enough of other things to do 

22339 Lynette Norris   Yes Yes I still don't believe that we need a new library but Kyle Park sounds OK if it is deemed safe. 

22336 Gary Geeves Geeves Family Yes Yes   

22335 Wing Heng Lui   Yes Yes We definitely need an update of the choices of the facility, library and swimming are what I expect to have.  And 
potential traffic jam and car park constraint will need to considered in the entire project. 
 
Thank you.   

22334 Gary Geeves Geeves & Choat 
Ltd 

Yes Yes   

22318 Alan Brennock   Yes Yes   

22315 Amy Millar   Yes Yes It would be great to improve the underpass to make it a safe route for the people of Hornby to use. 

22314 Wayne Woodward   Yes Yes I hope this is the last time and Hornby after many years gets a swimming pool 

22309 Colin Watson na Yes Yes Just get on with it!!!!! 

22305 Stacey Tough   Yes Yes   

22302 Paul Mahieu   Yes Yes Vehicle parking spilling into the surrounding streets/area should be avoided, if at all possible. 

22297 Ethel Anne McDrury private 
residential 
owner   

Yes Yes Before Landscaping occurs, I would like the Community Board & Council to consider whether this area should be 
future proofed to incorporate necessary space for public transport 'pickup/put down' services; example:  Public 
safety is an increasing concern. - thought should be given to see whether the public bus system should be 
reassigned to use this area once the pools & libraries are opened.   Planning should incorporate this with access for 
the public for renewed or planned railway useage.    Consideration of a road or wide pavement link between 
Hornby Green or Hornby Mall & Kyle Park is an essential need.    (Consider the advantages of a 2 way electric 
shuttle system that would cater for all types of users).   This might lend itself to a service from the northern 
pedestrian Hornby Hub doors through to Kyle Park.    Directing vehicle traffic to enter Hub car park facilities either 
side of this service could be easily achieved at minimal construction cost, and would give pedestrians a safer 
walking space from this section of the Mall without first having to negotiate a vehicle crossing. 

22296 Keith Nelson 
 

No No The ground at this proposed site is not stable due to it being an old landfill site, & it is a waste of money to spend  $ 
5.8 million getting a solid foundation to construct this facility   

22293 Roderick BURBERY   Yes Yes   
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22292 David Dally Hope 
Presbyterian 

Yes Yes Excellent idea.  The new library and service centre has been mooted for years.  get cracking; we are 100% 
supportive. 

22291 Sarah Marshall   Yes Yes   

22288 Alan Redmond   Yes Yes   

22287 Chris Geldard 
 

Yes Yes This is a great opportunity for the Hornby community including the surrounding schools in the area.  

22286 Brad Davy   Yes Yes Please do not let a vocal minority stop the development of this great facility for Hornby again. 

22285 Christina Middleton   Yes Yes   

22284 Theresa Buller   Yes Yes The right decision for Hornby - please start building :)  

22267 Philip Clark 
 

Yes Yes Having lived in Hei Hei most of my life it think it is fantastic to see Kyle Park formally Smarts Pitt being put to some 
great community use. It was satisfying when it was change from an open dump to a beautiful park.  I can only see 
this as another step forward that the council are willing to reclaim the land and put it to even better use to advance 
the local community. 

22259 Tim Moynihan   Yes Yes   

22257 Rayna Gieseler   Yes Yes The sooner - The Better 

22213 Alex Turner-
Robinson 

  No No Do not need a new library waste of money, don’t really even need a pool there are pools around that can be used  
 
Also it seems strange to be able to give out people’s contact details to the public, and I don’t want mine to be for 
safety reasons 

22205 Jaeden Martin   Yes Yes   

22170 Alison Tucker    Yes Yes   

22164 Trudi Shepherd   Yes Yes We are waiting to long for this! Hope it will be still their in our live time, looking for to have a finish! After all the 
testing: it will be save. 

22163 Valerie Anderton   Yes Yes Only concerns one traffic management for the area will need improving i.e. lights at Carmen & Waterloo Road 
intersection would require upgrading allowing right turning arrows from both sides of Waterloo Road.  Presently 
only Carmen Road has these arrows. 

22162 Brent Davis   Yes Yes No comments 

22160 Ngie Su Pau, 
Elc Ping 
Wong, 
Daniel Su 
Howe Pau 

 
  Yes Yes Looking forward to satisfactory and early completion of project - new Hornby library, customer services and leisure 

centre with aquatic facilities by year 2022.  Thank You to Christchurch City Council & it is very much appreciated- 
please. 

22103 Jenn Benden   Yes Yes   

22057 averil Lilley   Yes Yes no 

22007 Helen Howden   Yes Yes I think that Kyle Park is an ideal location for the new facilities and so I support the proposed changes. 

21995 Mark Macmanus 
 

Yes Yes its a perfect place for hornby and a fantastic use for a old tip site to get it up and running for the kids to have a 
swim and read if there is a budget shortfall maybe go ask those groups that complained about denton park to help 
with some fundraising now that they got there way. also warren park is a pointless place to put it to far away from 
the people who need it most. 



SUBMISSIONS RECEIVED ON KYLE PARK – PART RESERVE CLASSIFICATION CHANGES AND MANAGEMENT PLAN CHANGES 
April 2019 
 
 

ID First name Last name Name of 
organisation 

Do you support the Kyle Park 
part reserve classification 
changes? 

Do you support the Kyle 
Park Management Plan 
changes? 

Do you have any comments regarding these proposed changes? 

21994 Gerard Macmanus   Yes Yes Please get on with this. Stop delaying.  

21985 Charlotte Evers 
 

Yes Yes Happy to support these changes in order to progress the plan and have a decent facility built in Hornby. 

21926 James Harris Community 
Development 
Network Trust 

Yes Yes The library and pool are very important to the young people and families that we work with and it is important that 
this project goes ahead without further delays 

21924 James Harris   Yes Yes   

21922 Lou Gourlie   Yes Yes Having the pool and Library at Kyle Park means Hornby High School can become a real part of the Community Hub 
and share the facilities without having to duplicate their own.   While Waterloo and Carmen Rds are busy, putting 
the facilities here moves the potential for congestion away from the Mall and Main South Rd area. 

21914 Jason Marsden The Hub Hornby Yes Yes   

21905 Jacqueline Nokes 
 

Yes Yes I will be pleased to see more use made of the park, but also hope that care is taken to minimise disruption to the 
surrounding businesses and properties during the redevelopment, and that there is due consideration of the other 
ramifications for surrounding properties of the facility ongoing. 
 
I suspect I am one of the few people who use this section of the park almost daily, for recreational purposes, so I 
also hope that the landscaping plans do retain the tree edging on the road sides and that I will still have near access 
from Smarts Road.   

21900 Helen McFetrish   Yes Yes   

21899 Sarai Roper   Yes Yes   

21871 Tuan Truong   Yes Yes   

21862 Nicole Green   Yes Yes I think this is a brilliant plan as we have nothing like this near us, good leisure centre to go swimming and for the 
youth to get out and do something instead of causing trouble in the area!  

 




